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1 Introduce the Book
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�������How many fingers and toes do you have? Let’s count them. 

One, two, three... twenty.

Look at my jacket. How many buttons are there? 

How many pencils are in the pencil case?

How many candies are in the jar?

Teacher’s Tip

Teacher s Tip
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�������Take a look at this cover. What do we see?

We see an animal in the middle of the page. Do you know what

it is?

Yes. It’s a moose. Take a look at his head. He has very beautiful

horns.

There is a cat behind the moose’s horn. 

Why is it behind the horn?

The title of this book is One moose, twenty mice.
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�������What animal do you see? 

It’s a monkey. How many beats can you count?

Two! Mon key.
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�������Here is a dolphin. How many beats can you count?

It has two beats. Dol phin.

Now we will cut this picture in twos. Then, we’ll put them together.

2 Language Art

Teacher s Tip
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�������Look at this letter. This is m and makes the /m/ sound.

Mmmouse, mmmitten, mmmilk.

These words start with the /m/ sound.

Teacher’s Tip

moose, monkeys, mice
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moose
crab
whale
horse
duck
snake
frog
owl
fish
dog
hen
mice
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par rot 
ti ger 
dol phin
spi der
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la dy bird 
but ter fly
el e phant



2 Language Art
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�������We saw lots of animals in this book. Now, let’s make two groups

with these animals.

Which animals live on land and which animals live in the water?

Does the moose live in the water or on land?

Where is thumbkin? 
Where is thumbkin?
Here I am!
Here I am!
How are you today, sir?
Very well I thank you.
Run away, run away.

thumbkin pointer, tall man, ring
man, pinkie

Teacher’s Tip

Land Animal Water Animal

moose, ladybirds, horses,
snakes, birds, tigers,
owls, monkeys, dogs,
spiders, hens, butterflies,
elephants, mice

crabs, whales, ducks,
frogs, fish, dolphins



3 Comprehension
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�������Which animal did you see first?

We saw a moose. How many moose did you see? Just one!

Which animal comes next? Two crabs.

Which animals did you see last? Twenty mice!
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�������Why did the cat hide?

What would you do if you were the cat?
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�������How many clocks are in this classroom? There is only one.

How many windows? There are ten.

Let’s make a book. The title is One clock, ten windows.

Teacher’s Tip

Teacher’s Tip

One clock, but where’s the bird?
Two desks, but where’s the bird?

Ten windows, and here’s the bird.



Circle the pictures and complete the words that
have the same beginning sound as               .

Activity 1

ey itten

onkey ilk



Let’s count them. And place the correct word in
the box.

Activity 2

ladybirds twelve eight fish



Activity 3

Write the word wwhheerree.

Oh                , oh                 has my little dog gone?

Oh                , oh                 can he be?

With his ears cut short 

and his tail cut long.

Oh                , oh                 can he be? 


